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1. Introdu tion
One of the key issues in the design of the low frequen y FASR array and the Long
Wavelength Array (LWA) is the e e t of mutual oupling on array performan e. At the
Santa Fe meeting (http://lwa.unm.edu/events pubs/) Bill Eri kson pointed out that this
an be a serious problem, if not dealt with arefully. This memo o ers a simpli ed view of
mutual oupling that might aid the design dis ussions of these two instruments. Some of
the thoughts written here are onje tural and intended to stimulate feedba k and orre tions
from others who may have a more detailed understanding. Thanks to Steve Ellingson for
some very helpful omments.
Consider an array that is onne ted to a transmission line network with perfe t isolation
between the transmission line ports that are onne ted to the array. In other words, the only
oupling between array elements is through free spa e.
Mutual oupling has at least two important e e ts on an array's performan e. One is
that the far- eld pattern of a single array element is di erent when it is embedded in the
array from what it is in isolation. The other e e t is that the radiation impedan e of an
element is di erent in the array than it is in isolation. Both e e ts are due to s attering
of radiation from neighboring elements. From the transmitting point of view, some energy
re e ts from adja ent elements ba k into the transmitting element. This re e ted energy
a e ts the element's e e tive impedan e in the same way that a re e tion on a transmission
line a e ts the measured impedan e at the line's input terminals. The s attered radiation
from adja ent elements also adds ve torially with dire t radiation in the far eld, thus
modifying the e e tive far- eld pattern of an element. The eÆ ien y of one element in a
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radio astronomy array for a hosen dire tion in the sky an be thought of as the produ t of
its far- eld response in that dire tion and the power transfer oeÆ ient from the element to
its ampli er that may be less than one due to an impedan e mismat h.
In an in nite array, the embedded element far eld pattern and the array fa tor are
fa torable. That is to say, the array's far eld pattern is the produ t of the array fa tor and
the embedded element far- eld pattern. The array fa tor is omputed assuming isolated,
isotropi radiators and the hosen phase and amplitude weights. Life is a bit more ompliated in a nite array where the border elements will have di erent embedded patterns that
a e t their relative weighting in the array fa tor summations. Nevertheless, the on ept of
embedded element pattern is still very useful in omputing the array's far- eld response.
It is a diÆ ult, but not impossible task to design an eÆ ient array that has strong
oupling oeÆ ients between elements, e.g., the University of Massa husetts Vivaldi array
(Shin & S haubert 1999). However, for the moment we are only on erned with the e e ts of
oupling on array's performan e, given the far- eld pattern and terminal impedan e of ea h
embedded element. These quantities an either be measured or omputed with a modern
antenna analysis program. The following will illustrate a few examples using typi al oupling
oeÆ ients.
Two readable referen es on mutual oupling are se tion 3.6 of Stutzman & Thiele (1998)
and Pozar (1994).

2. Far-Field Element Patterns
The simplest array ontains two elements. Let ea h be terminated by a mat hed load,
and let C be the omplex oupling oeÆ ient between the two elements that an be determined by measuring the amplitude and phase of the urrent indu ed in one element by power
transmitted from the other element. If Eo is the relative eld strength in a given dire tion
in the sky for a single, isolated element, then the eld strength for one element in the array
pair, E , will be
E = Eo (1 + Cei2Æ= );
(1)
where Æ is the path length di eren e to the far- eld dire tion from the two elements, and 
is the wavelength. If the magnitude of the oupling oeÆ ient is -20 dB (jC j = 0:1), then
the extremes of E=Eo will be 0.9 and 1.1, or -0.9 and +0.8 dB.
If there are n array elements in the vi inity of the element for whi h we are omputing
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a far- eld pattern, then the pattern in the presen e of mutual oupling will be
E

= Eo (1 +

Cn ei2Æn = );

(2)

n

If there are four adja ent elements in the array ( ve total), ea h with a oupling oeÆ ient
of -20 dB, then the extremes of E=Eo will be 0.6 and 1.4, or -4.4 and +2.9 dB. This is quite
substantial.
Figure 2 shows the H-plane, far- eld patterns of an isolated dipole and the same dipole
paired with one and two identi al dipoles parallel to it. The urves are omputed with a
simple model of point sour e radiators over an in nite ground plane using an ex itation
of the passive elements equal in phase and relative amplitude to the oupling oeÆ ients.
The oupling oeÆ ients were omputed with the CST antenna analysis program for sleeved
dipoles whose driven element was 0.2 wavelengths above an in nite ground plane. (More
information on the CST software pa kage, al ulations, and sleeved dipole will be presented
in a later memo.) The same sleeved dipole al ulations provided the H-plane, far- eld
patterns, whi h are shown as symbols in Figure 2. Agreement between rigorous al ulations
and a point-sour e radiator model with oupling is remarkably good, whi h gives some
reden e to the simple pi ture outlined here. To get a good mat h between the isolated
dipole patterns omputed with the point-sour e model and with CST, the point sour es
needed to be slightly loser to the ground plane than the enter of the sleeved dipole, whi h
may indi ate that the radiating region of the sleeved at the hosen frequen y may be a
bit loser to the ground plane than the driven element. The sleeved-dipole phase enter
omputed by CST is 0.18 wavelengths above the ground plane.
As one adds more elements to the array the new elements will be more distant from
the element under investigation so the oupling an be expe ted to be weaker. However,
it is sobering to realize that, if the oupling oeÆ ient does not de rease faster than 1=r
(1=r2 power de rease), the summation in Equation 2 may not onverge be ause the number
of elements per unit distan e in a uniform, planar array will in rease in proportion to r.
Typi ally, the oupling will de rease faster than 1=r, but there is no guarantee that it will.
There are pra ti al arrays whi h an have nulls produ ed in their far- eld response by mutual
oupling, and Equation 2 suggests that the oupling between elements does not have to be
terribly strong for this to happen.

3. A tive and Passive Impedan es
There are two ommon de nitions of impedan e asso iated with elements embedded in
an array found in the literature, \a tive" and \passive." Passive impedan e is the impedan e
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Fig. 1.| Far eld radiation H-plane patterns for a dipole 0.16 wavelengths above an in nite
ground plane. The solid urve shows the pattern of an isolated dipole. The dashed urve
shows the pattern with one passive, parallel dipole 5/8-wavelengths away with a oupling
oeÆ ient of -17.7 dB as omputed with the CST antenna analysis pa kage. The dotted
urve is also with two dipoles but spa ed one wavelength apart and a oupling oeÆ ient of
-24.5 dB. The dash-dot-dot-dot urve shows the e e t of adding a se ond passive element
one wavelength on the other side of the driven element. The symbols show the patterns
omputed by CST for the same on gurations.
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that is measured at the terminals of an array element with all of the other elements terminated in their load impedan e. A tive impedan e applies to a transmitting array with the
elements phased to transmit in a given dire tion or to a re eiving array illuminated by a
far- eld sour e in that same dire tion.
The transmitting array assumes that all elements are driven with portions of the transmitted power. Hen e, the return signal, normally asso iated with an impedan e mismat h,
seen at a given element port in ludes the signals radiated from adja ent elements and oupled into the element under measurement by mutual oupling. The phase of these oupled
signals depend on the dire tion to whi h the transmitting beam is steered, and the resulting
a tive impedan e also depends of beam steering dire tion. There would seem to be a la k of
re ipro ity between transmitting and re eiving arrays be ause a single element in a re eiving
array knows nothing about the dire tion to whi h the array's re eiving beam is phased. This
apparent paradox is only the result of the di eren es in impedan e de nition.
Consider the ase where mutual oupling has onspired to reate a null in the array's
response in a ertain dire tion. A al ulation of the a tive impedan e at ea h array element
for that phasing dire tion will show that all of the transmitted power is re e ted ba k into
the transmitter. In other words, ea h element will appear as a omplete impedan e mismat h
to the transmission line onne ted to it. In the re eive ase, radiation from a radio sour e
in the dire tion of the array null arrives at an array element dire tly from the sour e and
via s attering from adja ent, mutually oupled elements. The sum of the s attered energy
will exa tly an el the dire t radiation. Hen e the array presents a omplete impedan e
mismat h to the sky in the null dire tion, and all radiation arriving from that dire tion will
be re e ted ba k into the sky. The re eiving mismat h is harder to express as an intrinsi
impedan e property of array elements, so passive impedan e must be ombined with an
analysis of the s attered signal summation to derive the array's re eive response in a given
dire tion. Re ipro ity still holds. (A preamp with the appropriate input impedan e an be
added to ea h element of a re eive-only array without a e ting the validity of the analysis
of the array's properties.) If an array is analyzed as a transmitting array, its far eld gain
pattern applies to the re eive ase, too.
An important onsequen e of mutual oupling is that it an ause a poor impedan e
mat h of the array to the sky in ertain dire tions. This is a real signal loss due to re e tion
at ea h array element, and this power is not available to the element preamp. Hen e, the
signal-to-noise ratio at ea h element is diminished. No amount of signal pro essing an
ompensate for this SNR loss.
The passive impedan e of an array element is a useful on ept in the re eive ase be ause
it an be used with the preamp's input impedan e to al ulate how mu h of the power that
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is available is transferred to the preamp. A simple pi ture of the e e t of mutual oupling on

the passive impedan e of an array element is to assume that the measured return loss from
s attering o one adja ent element is twi e the oupling oeÆ ient in dB. In other words, if
a signal is transmitted from element 1, it will indu e a urrent in an adja ent element 2 in
proportion to the oupling oeÆ ient, and element 2, in turn, will return the same fra tion
of its indu ed power to element 1. For example, if the oupling oeÆ ient is -20 dB, the
indu ed urrent in element 2 will be 10% of the urrent in element 1. Element 2 will then
indu e 10% of its urrent ba k into element 1 for a total return loss of 40 dB.
Mutually oupled urrents will add ve torially a ording to their round-trip phase delays
so that, in the worst ase, two elements with -20 dB oupling oeÆ ients will produ e a return
loss of 34 dB and four elements will produ e a return loss of 28 dB. If the oupling oeÆ ient
were -15 db, the worst- ase return loss for one, two, and four oupled elements would be 30,
24, and 18 dB, respe tively.

4. What A e ts Mutual Coupling
Thus far we have assumed that all of the elements of an array are terminated in their
hara teristi impedan e. If a oupled element is open- ir uited (termination load removed),
it will ondu t very little indu e urrent and, hen e, will produ e a mu h smaller e e t on
the pattern and impedan e of adja ent elements. Therefore, if the array elements are lightly
oupled to their ampli ers, the e e ts of mutual oupling are redu ed. In pra ti e, this is of
pra ti al use only if the system noise temperature is dominated by sky noise. Otherwise, the
array's sensitivity will be degraded. In prin iple, sin e the termination impedan e of array
elements a e ts mutual oupling, it is possible to solve for termination impedan es that
minimize the e e ts of oupling while retaining a eptable sensitivity, but this is a omplex
pro edure, parti ularly for wide bandwidths and s an angles, and possibly not guaranteed
to have a pra ti al solution.
Collinear dipoles ouple less strongly than parallel dipoles for a given enter-to- enter
spa ing, but the di eren e is generally less than 10 dB. Element support stru ture an a e t
mutual oupling so that dipoles on metal posts an have a di erent oupling oeÆ ient than
ideal dipoles in free spa e. Cir ularly polarized elements of the same polarization tend to
have low mutual oupling, but oppositely ir ularly polarized elements do ouple as strongly
as linear elements. Hen e, a dual ir ularly polarized array will have signi ant oupling
between polarizations.
At rst thought, dire tive array elements, su h as yagis, would seem to have less mutual
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oupling for a given spa ing, but the opposite is often the ase. Far- eld intuition doesn't
ne essarily apply to near- eld e e ts. A qualitative way to understand this is that more
dire tive antennas have larger olle ting areas whi h will begin to overlap at larger spa ings.
If the array elements are not perfe tly isolated from the transmission line system, then
re e tions from mismat hes and imperfe t isolation in power ombiners will add to the e e ts
of mutual oupling. This an reate a very omplex and frequen y dependent array analysis
problem and ompromise array performan e.

5. Ampli er Noise Considerations
Noise generated in the ampli ers tied to the array elements will enter into the mutual
oupling problem in at least two ways. First, noise will be broad ast from the input terminals
of the ampli ers to adja ent elements and produ e partially oherent noise in the array.
Exa tly how this noise manifests itself in the array signal pro essing algorithms an be
important. Se ond, signal ombining te hniques for ompensating for di eren es in mutual
oupling at the borders of an array will often be only partially e e tive in post-ampli er signal
pro essing be ause the in oherent noise from the ampli ers will be unevenly weighted and
ause signal-to-noise ratio degradation from an ideal array. If the array system temperature
is dominated by sky noise, this is of less on ern.
Below about 100 MHz, where sky noise dominates the system temperature, one has more
latitude in sele ting load impedan es on the array to modify the mutual oupling oeÆ ients
for better for a eld response. Modest power loss due to a mismat h between a preamp and
its element will not raise the system temperature signi antly.

6. Ongoing Work
In a ompanion memo to follow we will present a ir uit model and asso iated matrix
representation of mutual oupling that a ounts for all e e ts of mutual oupling and o ers
a method for fully hara terizing an array through a reasonably small set of measurements
or simulated antenna al ulations.
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